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Abstract
Thyroid cancer is the most common type of endocrine-related cancer globally. Although considered a relatively rare disease, in last decades, the number of new cases 
of thyroid cancer has grown faster than other malignancies. Although 70-80% of all registered cases comprise the papillary and follicular thyroid cancer, which show 
a survival rate in five years upper to 98%, near 30% of patients present a history of recurrent disease and 10%, dediferiation to most agreessive disease forms: poor 
differentiated and anaplastic thyroid cancer (the most lethal cancer known). Thus, to understand the molecular mechanisms that regulate the epithelial-mesenchymal 
transition (EMT) is mandatory to identify disseminating cancer cells before the metastasis formation, as well as to propose most effective therapies for patients with 
recurrent and/or metastatic disease history. In this context, LIMD2 emergers as a useful biotechnological target, since the gene (LIMD2) is differentially expressed 
in primary tumors and metastasis from PTC. For this reason, to study the biology of LIMD2 in EMT can bring new opportunities in both diagnostic and therapeutic field. 
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Thyroid cancer
Thyroid cancer comprises the most common type of endocrine-

related cancer [1,2]. Although considered a rare disease, in last decades 
the rate of disease incidence has been increasing alarmingly, specially 
in Italy [3], France, Israel, Australia [4], South Korea [5,6] and United 
States, countries where the incidence increased more than three folds 
[5,7-10]. According to the National Cancer Institute (NCI), an expected 
53,990 new cases of thyroid cancer in 2018 in United States (https://seer.
cancer.gov/statfacts/html/thyro.html). The average annual percentage 
thyroid cancer is increasing dramatically in both men (5,4%) and 
women (6,5%). The 2020 and 2030 incidence projection shows that the 
incidence of thyroid cancer will surpass that of colorectal cancer by 
2030 and will be the leading cancer site in 2030 for women [11].   

In Brazil, the estimated number of new  cases  of female thyroid 
cancer women was 8.040 per 100,000 women per year, being the fifth 
most prevalent cancer in females (http://www.inca.gov.br).  

Despite this increasing incidence, the mortality rate by thyroid 
cancer remains stable. However, current studies showed an increase 
in both thyroid cancer-related incidence and mortality in USA among 
1973-2013 [12-14]. By combining these data, the authors evaluated the 
incidence-based thyroid cancer mortality rates according tumor size, 
stage, histology at diagnosis. The authors pointed out that the incidence 
and mortality also increased for advanced stage tumors, suggesting a 
real increase incidence of the disease and not only a consequence of the 
overdiagnosis [5,15].

Most primary thyroid cancer originate from thyroid follicular 
cells [16], which encompass the differentiated (papillary and follicular 
thyroid carcinoma), the poorly-differentiated thyroid carcinoma 
(PDTC) and the undifferentiated or anaplastic thyroid carcinoma 
(ATC) [16,17]. Papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) comprises nearly 
most (80-90%) of all thyroid cancer cases, followed by follicular thyroid 
carcinoma (FTC) (5-10%) [9]. Medullar thyroid cancer (MTC) is a rare 
disease (2%) that arises from parafollicular cells [16,17].

As most types of cancers, thyroid cancer is associated with the 
effect of multiple genes, often coupled with lifestyle and environmental 
factors. Risk factors for PTC includes familial history of thyroid disease 
or thyroid cancer, inherited conditions, radiation exposure and gender, 
and for FTC a low-iodine diet and familial conditions [18,19-21]. 

Untill the 1990’s decade, it was estimated that 25% of thyroid 
carcinomas were related to mutations [22]. As most thyroid 
carcinomas have an indolent clinical behavior, it is expected that the 
tumors have a stable genome and low mutational burden. In 2014, 
through the The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), the International 
Cancer Genome Consortium that performed genomic analysis of near 
500 PTC, the genetic landscape of most PTC was elucidated and this 
percentage increased to 90% [23,24]. Although multiple known genes 
were associated with pathogenesis of PTC, the authors confirmed 
that thyroid cancer is a genetically quiet disease with a relatively low 
number of mutations in each cancer. Recurrent point mutation or 
gene fusion in know genes that activates the MAPK (i.e., BRAF, RAS, 
RET/PTC and NTRK) and PI3K/AKT/mTOR (i.e., signaling pathways 
PAX8/PPARG, PTEN) [25]. The authors also described recurrent 
mutations in novel genes (EIF1AX) or new fusion from old oncogenes 
(RET, BRAF, NRTK1/3, ALK, and FGFR2), as well as copy number 
alteration of 22q [26,17,26-31]. The TCGA data also confirmed the 
presence of somatic point mutations in the promoter region of the 
telomerase reverse transcriptase gene (TERT) in 9% of PTC. Tumor 
with BRAF V600E or RAS and TERT mutations are associated with high 
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risk of recurrence, loss of thyroid differentiation with consequent loss 
of radioiodine avidity, and higher risk of mortality. 

As the TCGA data also showed that the BRAF and RAS-mutated 
PTC showed a mutually exclusive expression pattern, the authors 
developed a BRAFV600E - RAS score, termed BRS. Using BRS grade, 
all other samples were classified according biological features of RAS 
(Ras-like) or BRAFV600E (BRAFV600E –Like). Additionally, using the 
expression of 16 thyroid- related genes, a thyroid differentiation score 
(TDS) was established to measure thyroid-specific differentiation. 
Fusions of the  PAX8  and  PPARG  genes and RAS mutations are 
common in FTC. 

Current management of thyroid cancer involves determination of 
risk of recurrence, in order to bet treatment plan. Up to now, there 
is no reliable clinical, pathological or molecular markers that can 
distinguish which patients with thyroid carcinoma is candidate for 
active surveillance or will progress and develop clinical significant 
disease and, therefore, should undergo surgery (lobectomy vs total 
total thyroidectomy), followed by radioactive iodine therapy and 
suppressive therapy.   

Additionally, although the majority of the cases have a satisfactory 
responds to conventional therapy, a subset of DTC, PDTC and ATC 
are refractory to standard treatment [17]. Moreover, about 10% of 
DTC progress to PDTC or ATC [32], which exhibits a poor prognostic 
due to the metastatic potential .

In order to develop new therapeutic strategies for RAI-refractory 
thyroid carcinomas, pre-clinical and clinical studies have been 
conducted using tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) acting at the level 
of signaling transduction pathways (i.e., RAS, BRAF/MEK/ERK, RET/
PTC and VEGF receptors). Some of these TKIs may restore iodine 
uptake and clinical response to RAI (please see recent review), 

Despite advances using TKIs, which are effective against specific 
genetic mutations, metastasis still persists as a barrier to successful 
therapy, as secondary mutation in the target gene and activation 
of alternative pathways may occur. Beyond these mechanisms of 
drug resistance, most of genetic associated to metastatic process are 
unknown and phenotypic transformation (epithelial-mesenchymal 
transition) may represent additional mechanism of drug resistance. 

In fact, several studies have suggested that both cancer metastasis 
and drug cancer resistance are related to a complex pathological process 
known as the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), This process 
involves genetics, biochemical and morphological deregulations that 
lead to downregulation of epithelial markers and an upregulation 
of mesenchymal markers as a consequence of aberrant activation of 
signaling molecules and transcription factors [33]. These changes lead 
to an acquisition of a hybrid phenotype (epithelial-mesenchymal), 
which exhibits loss of cell polarity and depolymerization in actine 
fibers, resulting in a fibroblastoid morphology acquisition. 

Genetic reprograming verified during the EMT not only lead to 
cancer cell dissemination, but also contributes with the cancer-stem 
cell (CSC) phenotype acquisition as a consequence of the energetic 
metabolism deregulations [34]. 

Thus, to identify genes differentially expressed or mutated during 
metastatic process is crucial for new treatment strategies. Additionally, 
it may help also the diagnostic of circulating cancer cells (liquid biopsy).

LIMD2: A biotechnological target for diagnostic and 
immunotherapy

Among the several genes deregulated on thyroid cancer, LIMD2 
occupies a prominent position once it is differentially expressed during 
metastatic process and regulates cell motility and tumor progression in 
different tumor subtypes, including thyroid [35-37].

Gene LIMD2 (locus 17q23.3) codifies a small adapter protein 
(LIMD2 - LIM domain containing 2) able to regulate different 
biological process, including cell motility [36].  Seven splicing variants 
of LIMD2 were described (Table 1). 

Due to its capability to bind proteins unable to bind themselves 
(adapter) [35], LIMD2 is a useful candidate as a target for novel 
therapeutics against thyroid cancer. 

Although the three-dimensional structure of human LIMD2 
protein had been solved by Faooji, et al. using nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR, available in https://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/entry/
pdb/2LZU), there is little information about its biological function.  

LIMD2 protein has 127 amino-acids, a molecular weight from 
9.028 to 14.040 kDa, according to the splicing variant (Table 1) and 
belongs to the LIM domain superclass [36,38,39].

The LIM domain was discovery about 30 years ago as a 
evolutionarely conserved zinc-finger motif, found in plants, fungi, 
amoeba and animals, including humans [38,40]. This domain 
comprises a region of 50-65 amino-acids, characterized by the presence 
of two zinc-fingers rich in cysteine-histidine residues, separeted by an 
hidrophobic binding (CX2CX17HX2C)-X2-(CX2CX17CX2C/H/D), as 
showed in Figure 1 [38,41].

LIM domain of LIMD2 protein is contained in the A or α chain, 
located among the residues 33-104 of the polipeptide, with 72 
amino-acids lenght and a molecular weight of 8.32 kDa (Figure 1B) 
[38]. LIMD2 chain A exhibits both hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
regions, as showed by in silico analysis (Figure 2), which are related 
to the adapter function. Moreover, the chain A contains the most 
antigenic regions, with is comprised by the amino acid sequence 
(GFGRKQHQELWAHKEVDPGTK), showed in Table 1 and Figure 3.

Proteins member of LIM family are very promiscuous. For this 
reason, is not surprising that LIMD2 protein be able to regulate 
different cellular functions, such as focal adhesion, adherents junction, 
cell proliferation, cyto-architeture and motility [38]. For this reason, 
LIM proteins, including LIMD2 is commonly upregulated in different 

Figure 1. Representative scheme of zinc-finger, comprised by two regions rich in cysteine 
residues able to bind to zinc ions. This structure is connected by two hydrophobic amino acids
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Variant UniProt Size Weight Sequence

LIMD2-001 Q9BT23 127 aa 14,070 kDa MFQAAGAAQATPSHDAKGGGSSTVQRSKSFSLRAQVKETCAACQKTVYPMERLVADKLIFHNSCFC 
CKHCHTKLSLGSYAALHGEFYCKPHFQQLFKSKGNYDEGFGRKQHKELWAHKEVDPGTKTA

LIMD2-002 Q9BT23 127 aa 14,070 kDa MFQAAGAAQATPSHDAKGGGSSTVQRSKSFSLRAQVKETCAACQKTVYPMERLVADKLIFHNSCFC 
CKHCHTKLSLGSYAALHGEFYCKPHFQQLFKSKGNYDEGFGRKQHKELWAHKEVDPGTKTA

LIMD2-003 J3QL69 78 aa 9,028 kDa MERLVADKLIFHNSCFCCKHCHTKLSLGSYAALHGEFYCKPHFQQLFKSKGNYDEGFGRKQHKEL 
WAHKEVDPGTKTA

LIMD2-006 J3QL69 78 aa 9,028 kDa MERLVADKLIFHNSCFCCKHCHTKLSLGSYAALHGEFYCKPHFQQLFKSKGNYDEGFGRKQHKEL 
WAHKEVDPGTKTA

LIMD2-007 J3QQM5 109 aa 12,013 kDa MFQAAGAAQATPSHDAKGGGSSTVQRSKSFSLRAQVKETCAACQKTVYPMERLVADKLIFHNSCFC 
CKHCHTKLSLGSYAALHGEFYCKPHFQQLFKSKGNYDEGFGRK

LIMD2-010 J3KRR0 87 aa 9,518 kDa MFQAAGAAQATPSHDAKGGGSSTVQRSKHCHTKLSLGSYAALHGEFYCKPHFQQLFKSKGNYDEG 
FGRKQHKELWAHKEVDPGTKTA

LIMD2-011 Q9BT23 127 aa 14,070 kDa MFQAAGAAQATPSHDAKGGGSSTVQRSKSFSLRAQVKETCAACQKTVYPMERLVADKLIFHNSCFC 
CKHCHTKLSLGSYAALHGEFYCKPHFQQLFKSKGNYDEGFGRKQHKELWAHKEVDPGTKTA

Table 1. LIMD2 splicing variants. Amino acid sequence of LIMD2 variants showing the antigen sequence (GFGRKQHKELWAHKEVDPGTKT) in bold. Source: Protein Atlas

Figure 2. In silico analysis showing the amino acid position of LIMD2 tertiary structure and its hydrophobicity. LIMD2 exhibits both hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions, allowing its 
interaction with several proteins. Analysis performed through the Protein Data Bank tool.
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Figure 3. Analysis of LIMD2 antigenicity based on the splicing variant LIMD2-001 showing maximum sequence identity to other proteins from other human genes based on a 10 (HsID10) 
and 50 (HsID50) amino acid sliding window, the propensity to generate imune response based on nine amino acid sliding window (antigenicity) and interprotein regions. Data based on 
The Human Protein Atlas.

Figure 4. LIMD2 RNA expression in different human malignancies. Data obtained from The Human Protein Atlas.
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malignancies, as showed in figure 4. Moreover, due its capability 
to deregulate cell adhesion complex and induces the motility, is not 
surprising that LIMD2 can be related to epitelial-mesenchymal 
transition (EMT) and, therefore, cancer metastasis [42].

Based on a phylogenetic study, Koch, et al. [38] analyzed 623 LIM 
domains from 265 proteins, clustering them according to patters of 
motif signatures in 14 superclasses: ABLIM, CRP, ENIGMA, EPLIN, 
LASP, LIMK, LHX, LMO, LMO7, MICAL, PXN, PINCH, TES and 
ZYN. Among these superclasses, EPLIN stands out to regulate cell 
motility though the repolymerization of actin fibers, affecting the 
cadherin-catenin complex integrity [38]. Due to the LIMD2 capability 
to interacts with cytoskeleton, promoting the actin polymerization 
disruption, the protein was classified as a member of EPLIN superclass [38].

The disruption of this complex is a hallmark of EMT, being also 
associated to the cancer-steam cell phenotype acquisition. 

Based on this, studying paired paraffin-embedded tissue samples 
from primary PTC and metastasis, we verified a differential expression 
of LIMD2 in lymph node metastasis, in relation to primary PTC 
and normal thyroid, that did not show LIMD2 immunodetection 
[35,36]. We also verified that metastasis of PTCs with BRAF V600E, 
the most prevalent mutation verified in PTCs, show a LIMD2 
overexpression when compared with metastasis from PTC with non 
mutated BRAF [35]. 

Considering that the cell cultures are useful models to study the 
EMT, we investigated the LIMD2 expression levels in cell lines derived 
from tumor thyroid cell line from PTC displaying BRAF V600E 
mutation (B-CPAP) and genetic fusion RET/PTC (TPC1), primary 
follicular thyroid carcinoma (FTC133) and lymph node metastasis 
related to this histological tumor type (FTC236) and, normal human 
thyroid (Nthy-ori 3-1) cell line. Results of these analyses showed the 
LIMD2 is exclusively expressed in B-CPAP and TPC1 cell lines [43], 
reinforcing that the LIMD2 expression is strictly related to PTC. 
Similar data were observed by Peng, et al. [37], that reported the 
protein expression in TPC1 cells. 

Moreover, it was verified that the LIMD2 knockdown repress 
the migratory and invasive capability, as well as inhibits the colony 
formation in soft-agar assay [37]. By the opposite, the LIMD2 ectopic 
expression in urinary bladder cells led an increase of cell migration 
and invasiveness [37]. These data were corroborate by Ferguson, et al. 
[44], that showed that LIMD2 RNA expression was 4.7 fold higher in 
lymph nodes metastases compared to primary tumors from urinary 
bladder. Altogether, these data suggest that LIMD2 has a central role in 
metastatic process of thyroid and urinary bladder cancer.

Conclusion 
Although the DTC has a farorable prognostic, about 30% of 

patients present historic of recurrent disease [5,6,10,15,45] and 10%, 
dedifferentiation for most aggressive forms of the disease (PDTC and 
ATC) [32]. Moreover, thyroid cancer can spread to lymph nodes and 
distant organs [15]. Thus, to study the biological mechanisms that 
regulate de thyroid cancer dissemination are mandatory to identify 
novel genes differentially expressed between primary tumors and 
metastasis. In this sense, LIMD2 emerges as a useful biotechnological 
target for both diagnosis and therapy, since the protein is differentially 
expressed in metastasis of PTC, histological type that comprise 90% of 
all thyroid cancers. Moreover, the gene expression is correlated with the 
mutation BRAF V600E, which represents the most common mutation 

verified in this malignancy.  Thus, the studies based on LIMD2 open 
new frontiers in research of thyroid cancer metastasis.
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